
Digital Asset Movement Backbone for Media Operations
Quantum StorNext and Signiant Extreme File Sharing

As the production and distribution of movies, TV shows, and other media transitions to file-

based workflow, media operations specialists are finding it harder than ever to manage 

their highly valuable digital assets across the entire production-to-playout process. 

The combination of the Quantum StorNext® high-performance shared file system with 

Signiant’s extreme file sharing solutions provides customers with both the reliability and 

speed needed to meet these challenges. These products work together, giving customers a 

“best of both worlds” solution that provides IT visibility and control over movement of high-

value digital assets, with the ease-of-use of a consumer offering.

SECURE, FILE-BASED MEDIA FILE SHARING

Signiant is the media backbone for the world’s top media outlets, providing easy, automated 

control over how files flow throughout the production process. Signiant’s Media Shuttle 

product delivers an easy, consumer-like workspace for ad-hoc file sharing. Signiant’s 

Managers and Agents product helps IT automate file workflow and movement. With Signiant, 

files are stored on the local Quantum StorNext File System for faster workflows, and are 

never transferred to third-party cloud providers or unauthorized storage resources, providing 

the maximum protection for your sensitive intellectual property.

TRANSFER AND SHARE EXTREME FILES WITH TEAMS 200X FASTER 

Cumbersome processes for transferring files have led many in the media and entertainment 

industry to employ cloud-based, Dropbox-like file sharing services—despite their slow speeds 

and insufficient security. The Signiant solutions accelerate file sharing with high-speed, 

network-efficient file transfer via a patented acceleration protocol that can be up to 200X 

faster than FTP with 95+% network efficiency.

CENTRAL ARCHIVING ENABLING DISTRIBUTED WORKFLOWS 

Combining Signiant’s high-speed and secure content distribution software with StorNext 

Storage Manager’s ability to archive content based on user-defined policies, media 

organizations can create a distributed workflow with a centralized archive. The ability to move 

content to various geographical locations, but still protect this content in a centralized and 

cost-effective archive, can help you better monetize your content.

SOLUTION PROFILE

FOR MORE INFO: www.quantum.com/stornext І bigdatainfo@quantum.com І 1.866.809.5230

www.signiant.com І info@signiant.com І 1.781.221.4000

The combined Signiant and Quantum 
solution is ideal for:

• Securely sharing large files

• Integrated workflow for sharing large 
media files with production teams

• User-friendly, consumer-like 
experience for collaborating with 
extended teams

• The ability to create a centralized 
archive for distributed content 
production 

• Full visibility and control over where 
files are, and who is accessing them

• Rich automation ties into existing
high-performance storage, systems, 
and processes



S O L U T I O N  B R I E F

FULL CONTROL OVER ACCESS AND ACTIVITY

With the Signiant solutions, IT and Media Operations teams can choose who is authorized 

to send and receive media files, track the flow of content, and monitor and control storage 

capacity, transfer frequency, transfer rates, file sizes, peak storage time, and transfer speeds. 

Signiant also provides a dashboard view across multiple portals, including color-coded status 

alerts to make file and user organization easier than it has ever been.

BRANDED COLLABORATIVE WORKSPACES

Maintaining your file infrastructure can get really confusing with multiple workgroups, teams, 

or companies. Signiant allows users to customize a file transfer portal in minutes with your 

own logo, background images, color scheme, and element placement. In order to promote 

brand affinity between all participants involved in the content creation process, each portal 

can be branded separately for the intended workgroup, project team, or enterprise.

THE SIGNIANT ADVANTAGE

Used today by more of the world’s top 

broadcasters, studios, media service 

providers, sports networks, and game 

developers, Signiant delivers intelligent 

software solutions that facilitate 

the movement of file-based media 

between systems, applications, and 

users—from pre-production content 

and mobile news to finished-format 

movies, trailers, and TV episodes.

THE STORNEXT ADVANTAGE

In addition to providing high-

throughput access for ingest and 

edit, StorNext provides an automated 

archival solution for video, audio, and 

graphics files. Content is held on the 

most appropriate disk and tape tier, 

freeing up valuable high-performance 

disk and providing cost-effective

long-term storage.

Media Shuttle Screenshot, as used on the hit TV show Pawn Stars.

To contact your local sales office, please visit www.quantum.com.

ABOUT QUANTUM
Quantum is a proven global expert in Data Protection and Big Data management, providing specialized 

storage solutions for physical, virtual and cloud environments. From small businesses to major 

enterprises, more than 100,000 customers have trusted Quantum to help maximize the value of their 

data by protecting and preserving it over its entire lifecycle. With Quantum, customers can Be Certain 

they’re able to adapt in a changing world – keeping more data longer, bridging from today to tomorrow, 

and reducing costs. See how at www.quantum.com/BeCertain.
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